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the omission of anything essential might mean twenty
four hours' delay.
The desert equipment carried in Vernons used t
weigh about 300 pounds. A supply of aeroplane spare
was carried, such as fabric and dope for mending up tear
in the wings caused by stones flying up and hitting them
or other accidental damage. The engines had to hav<
their spares, such as sparking plugs, magnetos and valves
besides odds and ends like clips for piping, washers o:
various kinds and some electric cable. In addition, item*
of general equipment were carried, such as a jack for lift-
ing the aeroplane up to change a wheel when the tyre was
punctured, a foot pump, petrol and oil funnels, scre^v
pickets and rope to picket the aeroplane down, canvas
covers for the pilot's cockpit and the propellers, to protect
them from the weather—the wooden propellers used to
warp if left long in a hot sun—and last, but not least,
a supply of chewing gum! Wonderful stuff this was.
With the help of insulation tape it would stop up water
leaks, which occurred rather frequently with the water-
cooled engines. The engine-fitter carried a tool kit and
the wireless operator had with him a small supply of
essential spares. The signalling apparatus that I have
referred to formed part of the aeroplane's equipment.
There were the white ground-strips, the Very pistol with
red, white and green cartridges, some smoke candles and
some message bags in case it was required to drop any
messages.
Three days' rations for each person were carried; and
the pilot usually took what was known as a "desert box"
containing comforts, a few luxuries in food—tomato
ketchup was good for making bully beef slip down
easily—and probably some whisky or brandy, or gin if

